Campus Queen Finalists Chosen

The preliminary selections for the seven Campus Queen candidates were held Monday, March 4, 1963.

Thirty-two entries were received for the contest, which was open to all female students enrolled at Montclair State College. Of these selections were eliminated: Mary Jane McCahill, Ellen Barron, Donna Wyglendowski, and Kathy Schabale. Freshman Warren Farrell, new president of the Student Government Association, said that the contest was intended to select students who are interested in the arts and who have a good understanding of the world around them.

The second purpose is to start new high school SGA teams. This will be done by notices sent to the high schools by the bureau.

A third phase of the Speaker's Bureau is to train college students to speak in education classes at M.C.S. about the benefits of S.G.A. to future teachers. Officers of S.G.A. will train for this and several other tasks to show their approval of the project and speaking arrangements may be made.

Although participation is limited to the 577 S.G.A. members, anyone may join S.G.A. by bringing $2.00 to Mr. Knott's office.

Carnival Committee Chosen

Using cartoons and comic strip situations, the central theme for Carnival 16 will be "Gin and Bear It!"

Carnival will be held May 10 and 11 on the grounds between College High and the temporary buildings.

This was announced by this year's Chairmen, Marion Bigelow and John John, both sophomore English majors, and Bobbi Courts, sophomore student in Rus, a member of the Class Council, and was Dance Chairman during Freshman Orientation.

On March 15-17, Montclair State College will feature the appearance of the Chad Mitchell Trio, the announcement of the Campus Queen at the "Days of Wine and Roses", dance, and a Sunday morning Coffee Hour.

Mitchell Trio, Campus Queen *

Lead "Days of Wine and Roses"

If all the events cannot be attended, the admission for the Chad Mitchell Trio is $1.25 with an S.G.A. card. $2.00 at the performance. The "Days of Wine and Roses" dance is $3.00 per couple.

DOSPASSOJ DDS JUDGES

PHILOSOPHY ESSAY

A college or university on "Dynamic Conservatism: The Turning of the Tide," was awarded by the New Jersey Goldwater Association. The first prize of $250 will be awarded to in May. There also will be three honorable mention awards.

Judges will be novelist John Dos Passos: William Buckley, editor of National Review, and Robert Morris, former candidate for New Jersey for the Republican nomination for United States Senate.
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CUT RED TAPE

The reference librarians have been getting a new crop of questions from people recently asked:-

"When will the new library be finished?" "When are we going to see the new books?" "Do all those books!!!" "What are those new books?"

The answers to these questions are not state secrets. However, definitive answers are not available until definitely confirmed. Readers of the MONTCLARION should be assured that they will receive first scoop on the vital subject of the NAVAL BASE LIBRARY. We can reveal now that it is planned for sometime late in the spring before final exams. Meanwhile, however, we recommend that preparatory preparations are being made in the back "graceless" area for Moving Day. Those little colored tapes that have recently been cropping up on the book spines are part of this preparation. Each color stands for a different area in the new library, e.g., Marion for Humanities, V explosion for Vocational, etc. This will facilitate locating a book or a part of books.

Just keeping track of that new all-conditioning building and how much faster it will be finished will be fun. To paraphrase there is a saying, "If you can't beat 'em, join 'em," if they will be temporarily un-available.

One of the major amounts of packing has also been going on in the Annex. Books that are definitely used are being boxed for storage in the new building as a back up measure. Back issues of some periodicals are not being saved. It will therefore take some forbearance of our library users who may want some of these issues. Alas, they will not be available to them until they will be temporarily unavailable.

Regarding the Boy's Dormitory, a motion was also approved for its development. The dormitory will be a two-story structure. Much of the work will be accomplished by the boys themselves. This will facilitate solving location of books.

As it is well known, there is much more. We need more books. To use a familiar phrase, "If packing was easy, it would be called moving." "How will we move all those books?!!! "What are those little colored tapes on the back sides of all those books?!!!"
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Senior Student Teachers Return Check Progress Reports March 7-8

The New Jersey Industrial Arts Association will hold its annual convention in Asbury Park on March 14, 15, and 16. The theme of the convention will be "Teaching Progress."

The purpose of the conference is to exchange ideas that will lead to enlightened educational policies. Fifty colleges and the New Jersey Department of Education have attended the three-day convention.

Discussions based on the theme "The Free Mind" will culminate on the last day of the conference. The keynote speaker on March 16 will be Dr. George Steinbeck, a former member of the New Jersey Department of Education, and a former member of the New Jersey State Department of Education.

The conference will end on March 16 at 3:00 p.m. with a luncheon. All members of the conference will be invited to the luncheon.

American Activities, and other documented anti-Communist works. Additional information is available from the New Jersey State Department of Education.

Applications and information may be obtained from the director of student activities by writing to Dr. Louis Raths, Director of Student Activities, Fairleigh Dickinson University.

The American Association of University Professors (AAUP) will hold its annual meeting on April 9, 10, and 11 at the University of Pennsylvania. The meeting will be held in the Convention Hall and will end at 3:00 p.m. in the afternoon.

The National Frat Sigma Alpha Iota Music Honor Chapter installed

Installation of a new chapter of the national professional fraternity, Sigma Alpha Iota, took place on Monday morning, March 4 in the music building after a banquet in the MSC cafeteria.

Delta Delta, the Montclair chapter, is the first New Jersey chapter to be installed in the state. It is a chapter at Monmouth College, Illinois, and will be installed on March 16.

Service, has arranged a meeting with Dr. Norman Lange, director of Industrial Arts at the University of Portland for further discussion based on the theme "Teaching As A Profession." A Dr. Rath's presentation and auditions will be made on the purpose of the conference.

On April 19, the Beth-EI Society of Fairleigh Dickinson University will sponsor a "College for C.A.R.E.," with a concert in the Princeton University Auditorium. Featured that evening will be the Times, the Beth-EI Society, the Beth-EI Society Music, and the Beth-EI Society Program. All seats sell for $2.00

It's present officers are: Ros-ella Powers, '64, President; Bar-bara Neuman, '64, Vice-President; Nancy McKell '64, Secre­tary; Joyce Youngblood, '65, Treasurer; Donna Haupt, '65, Editor; Carmela De Russo, '65, Chap­tain; Barbara Kobach, '65, So­cial Director.

Lycoming College, Williams­port, Pennsylvania, will sponsor an Inter-Collegiate Musical Com­petition on May 9 and 10, 1963. Any student, vocal or group may apply, and the competition will be open to all colleges.

The competition will be held at Capital College, Inc., Penn­sylvania State University, and to be announced later. Prizes will be awarded to the winners, and trophy and non-commercial items. This is an excellent opportunity for the college group to become recog­nized.

Applications and information may be obtained by your direct­or of student activities by writing to Mr. Raths, Box 35, Ly­coming College, Williamsport, Pennsylvania.

Advisers to Delta Delta are Mrs. Dorothy Piring and Dr. Dorothy Morse.

This convention is hosted on March 9 at the University School of the State of New Jersey, Mill­ville. There have been members for ten years as professor in social studies.

Where are the Boys?

COME FLY WITH US TO FORT LAUDERDALE

CAMPUS SERVICES INVITE YOU TO SPEND YOUR SPRING VACATION IN FLORIDA

$109.00 pays your round trip CAPITAL AIRWAYS trans­portation and MOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS for 8 SUN­DAY 10:00 - 1:30 p.m. LUNCH, $1.80

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6, 1963

CARNIVAL

cost, from p. 1, col. 3

WORKING WITH MARVIN AND JOHN will be Mr. Raymond Shaver as advisor. Paul Salley, Claude Shaw, last year's Chairman. This carnival is designed to be started presenting, food and car­nival entertainment, a large scale operation which will provide recording in excess of $500.

Round Trip to London - $350.00

Students, Faculty, and the Community will be wel­come.

Contact: KARLA KREHSE

Senior - Fine Arts

Alphabet 1-892
Wilde’s “Earnest” Comedy Weak Wit Escapes Worthing’s Ward

by Charmaine Petrush

March 7, 1963

The play itself, a drawing room comedy, is a satire aimed at the old-fashioned, serious Victorian attitudes and conventions that prevailed during Wilde's time. Through light, bantering dialogues, the characters reveal their paradoxical, and falsely serious personalities - facetious, flippant, and mocking. The comedy basically concerns two young men, Algernon Moncrieff and Gwendolyn Fairfax, an attempt which was greatly criticized by some. Whether this is due to a lack of interest on the part of the audience or a preference on the part of the playwright, the situation arouses several questions. Are these the best actors or the only actors out of the entire theater body? It should be remembered that Players are not a closed group, nor should be.
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The delegates from the one hundred and two international universities were hosted as the spokesperson for the Argentine contiguents. Interest mounted as the distinguished delegate set forth his country’s views on world disarmament and enshrined the representatives of the nations of the world to solve this vital problem.

The Argentine delegation hopes that soon—very soon—one page will be enough.
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Schiaccetano And McGlincy Place In Mets

At Panzer Gym encountering some difficulty in "the old ball" around with mid-third group has joined the fiasco. The usual amount of stray balls now as the season nears its end. However, they specialize in running and thundering behemoths seem to fill the gym to its capacity.

Schiaccetano and Pat McGlincy turned in fine performances for Montclair State during Saturday's meet. Schiacchetano took a second Saturday in the Mets. He was unable to finish the match due to a shoulder injury. Pat is a freshman hailing from Paulsboro, while in high school, he finished third in the state, by Ray Kril

Montclair managed to score a 5th place in the fifth annual Metropolitan Intercollegiate Wrestling Championships Saturday at C.C.N.Y.

Pat McGlincy took a second Saturday in the Mets. He was unable to finish the match due to a shoulder injury. Pat is a freshman hailing from Paulsboro, while in high school, he finished third in the state, by Ray Kril

For perfectly fit either but, if you wish, Mr. President, you could not throw a grenade to save a fellow soldier's life, which is not to say that a person who indulges in sports is not fit, but rather he doesn't tend to shy away from physical exercise. A physically fit person is not necessarily one who can lift several hundred rooters, go on to win, yet he does specialize in running. Is the track team under the supervision of Dr. Willing. This freshman hailing from Paulsboro, while in high school, he finished third in the state.

The day-long tournament did not finish until well after midnight with 100 events lasting time part from 11 New York area colleges.

Larry Schiacchetano and Pat McGlincy turned in fine performances for Montclair State. Schiacchetano, winning his third third Meet title was swept by 191-pound crown with a 2-0 decision. He scored to lead 13 points while only one to his combined 3 opponents.

Montclair's chances of a second individual title was presented when the Indian's Pat McGlincy was forced to forfeit in the final round of the 123-pound class due to a shoulder injury. Newark Rutgers', coached by Bob Minerva, former Montclair State star, topped New Jersey teams entered in the tourney with 21 points to edge out Montclair with 29.

Bert Wasserman helped with Montclair scoring by receiving a third place in the 177-pound class.


GLASSBORO STATE

Football is getting the eye at our fellow state college, Glassboro. If the Intercollegiate Athletics Committee does approve the proposal, football will begin on Glassboro's campus next September.

The additional sport was requested by the students and endorsed by the College Physical Education Department; approval was given by President Roderick.

Form & Grace Flow At Home Gym Meet As M.S.C. Falls To Westminster State

Westchester downed the Montclair gymnastic team Saturday at St. 65-21 at the Panzer gym. The meet was viewed by a very appreciative audience.

Montclair fell behind from the very beginning of the meet. Westminster took the free exercise and able horse to give them a favorable lead of 24-9.

The women of Montclair only scored 13 points. Westminster was set to dominate. But, Jean Kahle took top position for the Indians by placing second in the subject. The lady placed third for the girls red and white.

The men of Montclair swept the parallel bar exercising second, third, fourth with Nielson, Defallo, and Denlinger respectively.

At Intermission time the score stood at 31-17 in favor of Westchester.

On the still rings the Indians were only able to score a second and third losing by a margin of 9.

The long horse was the only exercise where Montclair placed a man in first. Bob Denlinger. At the end of the long horse, the score fell to 52-48 in favor of Westchester maintaining a marginal lead.

The meet finished with the horizontal bar. Montclair again unable to close gap, only the remainder a second and fourth losing by 9-7.

The meet closed with Montclair losing their second meet, 61-35.

The team scoring: C.W. Post 71, Academy 44, Newark Rutgers 31, 1st New York Poly 4. Perhaps the state will soon see a State College Football League organized.

Frost Win Stop Sophs

On Saturday, March 2, the Freshman Class played the Sophomore Class in the first interclass basketball games.

The Freshman Class, well represented by the two hundred rovers, went on to win the game by a score of 38-24. After leading at half time 19-3, the frost was asked to be merry, and replied by sharing points for the remainder of the game.

Two highlights of the game were drawing for the floor prize (A DOOR) and a striping by the captains of the cheerleaders. "Charlie" "Bobbie" Blakney, "the guy who was closed with a "Freshman" Victory Dance.

Rolling Down The Lanes

By PETE BLOOM

Bowling Lanes: Pro Shop 8 and 9, Free Instructions Daily 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Given by Ang Vicari

by PETE BLOOM

Susceptible to Bob Harper's sensational 630 series, Montclair M.C. varsity bowlers knocked out Newark College of Engineering Sunday 3-0. N.C.C. defeated the Indians 132-128 and plus in the 3 games. In each contest they grabbed an early lead and never let up—averaging 164 as a team for the day.

The Indian averages after this bitter setback: Vinny Timpone, 147; Pete Bloom, 179; Rich Scott, 171; Gene Pearson, 170; Jeff Hartmann, 163.

Capitano was top scorer, again with 32 points. Dennis Wooden followed with 15. Capitano finished his latter year with 412 points in 23 games and upper 3-year varsity career total 1,162. Paul Linn in 26 games had 552 points for the season. Montclair State finished the year with a 16-12 record.

The Montclair batting team finished the season on a win note. Tom Smith batted .375-11, 77-70. The JV's beat Civ.